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Rebecca Earle, ‘Promoting Potatoes in Eighteenth-Century Europe’

In 1747 the Swedish Royal Academy of Sciences learned how to make potato brandy.
Experiments undertaken by a certain Carl Skytte demonstrated that an acre of land set
with potatoes yielded far more brandy than when sown with barley, and so offered a
tantalizing method of reducing grain consumption without sacrificing the social and
health benefits ascribed to brandy.1 Skytte’s findings were relayed enthusiastically across
Europe, alongside accounts of other amateur distillers, which lauded his achievements
even if they could not master his unusual surname.2 This was not a lone foray into potatoresearch for the Swedish Academy; from its founding in 1739 it had heard reports on
potato cultivation, the fabrication of potato bread, the extraction of potato starch and a
good deal more on distillation techniques, all of which revealed the potato to be a
promising substitute for grain. Convinced of its merits King Adolf Frederick issued an
edict in 1764 to encourage cultivation.3
This vignette of a royal society investigating the properties of potatoes, and a
monarch benevolently encouraging his people to grow them, fits well with the standard
story about how Europeans learned to eat potatoes. That story goes something like this:
during the eighteenth century various enlightened savants, convinced of the nutritional
benefits offered by the potato, began to encourage its cultivation as a food for the poor.
In France, this process was spearheaded by Antoine-Augustin Parmentier, whose efforts
are today commemorated in plaques along Paris’s Boulevard Parmentier that describe
him as introducing potatoes to France.4 In Russia the potato promoter was Catherine the
Great herself. In all cases, these visionaries had to struggle against the entrenched
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resistance of conservative peasants who came to love the potato only after they had been
coaxed into eating it through clever propaganda campaigns. In France potato cultivation
was allegedly given a great boost when Louis XVI agreed to have potatoes ostentatiously
planted on crown land. As Parmentier’s collaborator Julien-Joseph Virey recounted in a
posthumous biography of his friend and colleague, when these plants matured:
Parmentier arranged for gendarmes to guard them—but only during the day. His
intention was for them to be stolen during the night and the populace did not fail to
oblige. Every morning these nocturnal thefts were reported to him; he was
delighted, and generously rewarded the informants, who were astonished by his
inexplicable joy. But public opinion was vanquished and France from that moment
was enriched with an enduring resource.5
Similar stories were told about Frederick the Great of Prussia, and a host of lesser potato
luminaries.6 The essential features of the narrative are that ordinary people hesitated to
eat potatoes until they were convinced of their virtues by far-seeing elites in the late
eighteenth century. This approach continues to provide a framework for recounting
Europe’s reception of foods such as the potato. Most modern scholarship maintains that
potatoes penetrated slowly into the European dietary, with the exception of Ireland,
whose early embrace of the tuber is presented as an anomaly. A 2007 study for instance
explained that new world foods were in general incorporated into European diets very
slowly because of ‘the conservatism of the peasants whose job it was to plant the new
crops’. ‘Weaning the peasantry away from tried and true agricultural methods and tried
and true foods was perhaps just a matter of time’, the author concludes, ‘yet in many
cases it was a matter of a very long time’.7
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This article offers an alternative framework for understanding the spread of
potatoes across eighteenth-century Europe. Contrary to such visions of recalcitrant
peasants and clear-sighted agronomists, potatoes had long been eaten by ordinary people
in many parts of Europe. The Enlightenment’s fascination with the potato reflects the
advent not of a new foodstuff, but rather of new ideas about the relationship between the
health and vigor of the population, and the wealth and power of the state. It was this,
rather than its novelty or previous rejection, that lifted the potato from its quiet position in
cottage gardens and ships’ holds to the tables and treatises of the Enlightenment. The
small history of the potato thus reveals the larger historical changes that helped make the
daily habits of ordinary people visible to the state and its theoreticians.

Time out of Mind
In 1768 the Cornish parish of St. Buryan was engulfed in a dispute over potatoes.
The rector of the local chapel believed he was entitled to a larger agricultural tithe than he
was receiving on the potatoes and other ‘garden stuff’ grown by several of his tenants.
The defendants argued that they should pay a reduced tithe because the potatoes were
intended for their own use, rather than for sale. The case highlighted the murky status of
plants grown on a small scale in vegetable gardens rather than open fields, a matter that
was not well-explained in tithe schedules. The judge based his decision on the
longstanding practice of permitting a fractional tithe for potatoes and other crops
cultivated for domestic consumption, which the defendants argued had been customary
‘for time out of mind’.8 Rejecting the rector’s petition, the court approved the continued
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payment of a discounted tithe. In so doing, it endorsed the tenants’ assertion that they had
been cultivating potatoes for their personal use for a considerable time.
Tithe disputes provide an alternative to the history of top-down potato promotion
of the sort typified by stories of Parmentier and Frederick the Great. Such records
document the diffusion of potatoes into cottage gardens in many parts of Europe, through
processes whose protagonists were agricultural laborers, not monarchs. Because the
titheable status of a crop depended in part on whether it was intended for sale or personal
use, and on how long the food had been cultivated in this way, disputes over potato tithes
frequently delved into the history and chronology of potato cultivation in the parish.
Sometimes laborers insisted that the potato was too recent an arrival to qualify for tithing;
on other occasions they maintained that its alleged exemption from a tithe had been
custom and practice for generations. In Britain the earliest such disputes date from the
late seventeenth century.9 Scholars such as Christian Vandenbroeke and Eloy Terrón
have traced similar cases in France, the Netherlands and Spain, where conflict over the
potato’s titheable status began to occur in the early eighteenth century, becoming more
frequent from the 1750s. These sources suggest that potatoes were being cultivated as
garden crops in parts of Flanders, Alsace, Galicia, northern England, and elsewhere
(including Ireland) long before they attracted the attention of improving agronomists or
Academies of Science.10
To be sure, the historical narratives that such cases elicited occurred in a context
of legal dispute, in which the date of the tuber’s introduction had direct monetary
consequences.11 Nonetheless, the picture of significant, localized cultivation is confirmed
by a range of other sources. For instance, customs records show that as early as the
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1570s potatoes were grown on a commercial scale in the Canary Islands, from where they
were shipped to France and the Netherlands. In Sweden, potatoes were being imported
into the southern province of Småland through the port of Karlshamn a century before
they were endorsed by the Swedish monarch. By the late seventeenth century there were
specialized potato markets in Lancashire and other northern counties of England, as well
as in parts of Scotland and Ireland, and trade legislation detailed the duties owed on this
commodity.12
Likewise, French, Italian and English agricultural manuals had since the
seventeenth century described how to cultivate potatoes. Olivier de Serres’s 1603 Theatre
d'agriculture et mesnage des champs, like John Parkinson’s 1629 Paradisi in Sole
Paradisus Terrestris, described potatoes not as botanical curiosities, but horticultural
plants. Parkinson reported that potatoes were ‘well knowne unto us’ and explained how
to cultivate and also eat them.13 He recommended roasting in hot embers, or baking with
wine and a little sugar. John Evelyn’s 1666 Kalendarium Hortense reminded gardeners
that in February they should ‘sow Beans, Pease, Radish, Parsneps, Carrots, Onions,
Garlick, &c. and plant Potatoes in your worst ground’.14 By the 1720s the potato was
grown ‘in a great measure’ in England, ‘as is well known’, in the words of another such
handbook.15 The claim of the defendants in St. Buryan that they had long cultivated
potatoes is likely to have been true.16
As Parkinson’s manual indicates, such sources also detail the ways in which this
root was eaten. Early European botanical accounts by Carolus Clusius and Gaspar Bauhin
noted the alacrity with which this new food was incorporated into diets in parts of
Germany and Italy, where it was consumed in salads, baked in cinders, or stewed like
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carrots.17 Cookbooks both printed and manuscript provide further evidence of the
potato’s penetration into European dietaries. While sixteenth and seventeenth century
collections sometimes employ opaque nomenclature such as ‘earth apples or earth
artichokes or roots’, which do not refer unambiguously to Solanum tuberosum, most
nonetheless make clear that whether they allude to Jerusalem artichokes, potatoes or
sweet potatoes, new world roots and tubers made substantial inroads into European
dietaries in a number of regions. As one 1651 cookbook from Braunschweig noted,
‘earth-artichokes or roots have become so common that practically every farmer grows
them in his garden’.18 By the early eighteenth century recipes often distinguished
explicitly between these different new world tubers, in ways make clear that the ordinary
potato was, in the words of another German cookbook, ‘quite common’.19 As the century
progressed potato recipes could be found in ever-more published and manuscript recipe
collections from many different parts of Europe.20
Consider for instance a cookbook published in Barcelona in 1758, a few years
before Sweden’s Adolf Frederick issued his pro-potato edict. This was a second edition
of the Nuevo arte de cocina, sacado de la escuela de la esperiencia económica [New Art
of Cooking, Taken from the School of Economical Experience]. It was written (under a
pseudonym) by a Franciscan friar at the Convent of San Diego in Zaragoza. As its title
suggests, it focused on inexpensive dishes, and it was composed in a jocular tone. It
described how to prepare stuffed eggplant and buttered toast, and included an entire
chapter on how to make both ‘exquisite desserts and ones that are not exquisite’. It also
includes entries on how to cook Swiss chard, hard cooked eggs, and potatoes. The friar
advised stewing the latter in broth, and then dressing with garlic, oil, and some reserved
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broth. He made a point of noting the potato’s alleged propensity to generate intestinal
gas, and the farting that it was likely to induce. The resultant gusts of wind, he warned,
would be sufficient to propel an entire sailing vessel on a pilgrimage to Rome.21
The friar’s Rabelaisian attitude towards potatoes was not shared by the Spanish
Royal Academy, founded in 1713 by Philip V to ‘to fix the words and vocabularies of the
Castilian language with propriety, elegance, and purity’. In 1726 it began producing a
dictionary, which reached the letter ‘P’ in 1737. ‘Potatoes’ were defined as ‘certain roots
that grow underground, without leaves or stalk, dark on the outside and white on the
inside.’ The entry concluded that ‘it is a bland food’.22 In the same years ecclesiastical
courts in various parts of the Iberian Peninsula were hearing disputes over the tithes due
on potatoes, as they were in England, Belgium and the Netherlands. By the 1770s public
markets in Madrid and Andalucía were doing a thriving business in potatoes, while
Galician ports were exporting the tuber to Ireland.23 Often known as the ‘potato of La
Mancha’, where they were produced in quantity, potatoes were a familiar foodstuff in a
number of Spanish provinces.
For this reason, the edict issued by the Spanish monarch Charles III in 1784 to
encourage their cultivation cannot have been motivated by the tuber’s recent entry into
the Spanish dietary, or by Spaniards’ blanket refusal to eat it.24 Similar encouragement
was issued by states, economic societies and individuals from Hungary to Norway and
Iceland to Italy in the second half of the century.25 In the 1790s, for instance, the British
state embarked on a vigorous campaign of potato promotion but as in Spain this was not
prompted by a previous failure to consume the tuber, since, as we have seen, potatoes had
long been cultivated, traded and eaten in many parts of the British Isles.26 Official
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encouragement reflected the wider interest in potatoes; it did not initiate this interest.
Neither is it likely that this European-wide promotion of the potato was in each case
simply an ad-hoc response to specific moments of shortage, important though these may
have been in focusing attention on the supply of food. Rather, this enthusiasm reflected a
different set of concerns. To understand their nature it is helpful to consider the potato’s
status in another category of texts: those associated with the new discipline of political
economy.

The Vigorous Organs of the Peasant
In 1756 the Encyclopédie published an entry on ‘Farmers’ by the physician and
économiste François Quesnay. Quesnay had for some years advocated a liberalization of
the grain trade and other reforms consonant with the emphasis on commercial agriculture
that underpinned his model of political economy.27 He used the entry to set forth the key
features of his physiocratic doctrine, and to lambast the economic structures that he
believed prevented France from developing what we would today call food security.28 In
his opinion the existing system of controls on the grain trade was particularly unjust as it
condemned to poverty the very men who were ultimately responsible for the wealth of
the state: farmers. Its effect, Quesnay complained, was to depress the price of grain,
which prevented farmers from receiving an adequate return on their efforts, and so
resulted in farmers shunning the production of wheat altogether. Unable to make a profit
through bread grains, the farmer limited himself to growing less demanding crops such as
barley, potatoes and maize, which offered a quicker return and were subject to fewer
controls. These foods formed the basis of the household diet for laborers, which
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constituted a further injustice, since in Quesnay’s view they offered scant nourishment.
These foodstuffs, he complained:
scarcely keep men alive while they ruin them physically, and they cause many to
die in childhood. Those who manage to bear up under such a diet, who preserve
their health and their strength, escape from a miserable state, if they have any sense,
by taking refuge in the cities. The weakest and most incapable among them remain
in the countryside where they are as useless to the state as they are a burden to
themselves.29
For Quesnay, writing in the middle of the eighteenth century, potatoes were a familiar
and miserable food, barely capable of sustaining human life.
The potato’s status in the Encyclopédie however underwent substantial
transformation over subsequent years. In 1765 the entry on ‘Potatoes’ appeared. A
decade after Quesnay had condemned the potato as a ruinous foodstuff, the new entry, by
the chemist and physician Gabriel François Venel, stated that the potato provided
abundant, healthy nutrition, making it highly suitable for working people. Venel, like the
author of the Spanish New Art of Cooking, admitted that it tended to generate intestinal
gas, but what, he exclaimed, was a little wind to the ‘vigorous organs of the peasant or
the worker?’.30 In ten years the Encyclopédie had shifted from describing the potato as
scarcely a food at all, to a hearty, nourishing substance whose only defects were its
boring taste and windy qualities.
By the 1790s, the potato was being presented as a ‘true miracle of nature’,
practically capable sustaining life by itself.31 It therefore contributed to overall economic
policy. The Feuille de Cultivateur, a state-supported journal of ‘practical agriculture’, for
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instance explained clearly how greater cultivation of potatoes would render
manufacturing and commerce more remunerative. Eating potatoes, rather than wheat
bread, would free people from hunger and the uncertainties caused by variations in the
price of grain, and would moreover allow more flour to be exported. Because potatoes
were easier to cultivate than wheat they could be grown by women, boys and the elderly,
thereby freeing younger men to work in manufacturing, which would lower the cost of
living, which would in turn lower wages, which would lead to even greater profit for
industry.32 The potato was thus touted as a crucial component of state policy. French
statesmen and scientists actively promoted the potato as a cheap and nourishing food.
Scientific institutions investigated new methods of cultivation, and local elites wrote
happily of their experiments with potato bread and other potato concoctions. Individuals
such as Antoine-Alexis Cadet de Vaux, Antoine Laurent Lavoisier and many others,
including Parmentier, wrote extensively on the merits of the potato. In 1794 the
Convention National ordered that its cultivation be encouraged throughout France, a
decree reiterated by subsequent administrative bodies.33
Clearly, what had changed between 1756 and 1794 was not the potato’s presence
as a foodstuff familiar to French people. Quesnay was perfectly familiar with the potato;
he regarded it as disagreeable. Later writers rhapsodized about the potato not because it
was novel, but because the eating habits of ordinary people had acquired a new level of
political and economic importance. The next section explores this change, which
reflected a significant transformation in the ways philosophes and statesmen
conceptualized the nature of governance. It was this that rendered the potato politically
visible.
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The Benefits of Citizens Being Usefully Occupied
Enlightened discussion of food was inseparable from the on-going debate over the
concept of ‘population’. Philosophers, économistes, officials and other members of the
republic of letters engaged in a prolonged examination of the relationship between the
number of people inhabiting a territory and its wealth. Adam Smith expressed well the
close connection between the two when he asserted that ‘the most decisive mark of the
prosperity of any country is the increase of the number of its inhabitants’.34 Interlocutors
considered whether a large population was the fundamental motor driving mercantile and
commercial success, whether a growing population in itself demonstrated good
governance, and whether it was ever possible for a population to become too large for a
given territory. Such questions generated a vigorous corpus of dispute and discussion.35
As Michel Foucault argued some decades ago, these population debates signified a new
approach to the exercise of power.36 These new strategies focused on the biological
features of the individual body, and aimed to manage ‘the population’ for the economic
and military benefit of the state. To do this the state needed to understand, and thereby
regulate, the large forces that themselves shaped the population. The population’s
strength, size and productivity were therefore central to new models of governance that
viewed the inhabitants of a territory as a resource to be analyzed, developed and utilized.
Population was in this sense a collectivity amenable to statistical analysis and
manipulation. At the same time, this resource was made up of individuals whose actions
affected the collective body politic. The health of individuals thus became linked to
economic and political security. The collective prosperity of the political whole was
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dependent, in part, on the energy and vitality of individuals. ‘The true foundations of
riches and power’, affirmed one writer, ‘is the number of working poor’. For this reason,
he concluded, ‘every rational proposal for the augmentation of them merits our regard.
The number of the people is confessedly the national stock: the estate, which has no body
to work it, is so far good for nothing; and the same rule extends to a whole country or
nation’.37
Although some philosophers and economists insisted that a large population was
not necessarily preferable to a smaller one, all agreed that a healthy population was
infinitely preferable to an ailing one. Only with a healthy and economically-active
population would a state be able to prosper. This in turn required an ample supply of
nourishing food. Once its population was ‘regenerated by good food’, France would
become the most powerful nation in Europe, promised a lawyer and agronomist from
Dijon.38 Because existing foods were not sufficient to sustain ‘the population’, noted an
Italian potato-promoter, it was necessary to find other crops remedy this shortfall and
thereby bring success and wealth to the region.39 Abundant, healthy food was thus central
to the exercise of governance.
It is this reconceptualization of the relationship between food and the wealth and
power of nations that explains why states from Spain to Sweden began encouraging the
cultivation of potatoes, and why eighteenth-century philosophes and scientists so
assiduously investigated its many qualities. Potatoes were not the only foodstuff studied
in this way; crops from quinoa to wild rice attracted attention as possible substitutes for
wheat and other more familiar grains. Potatoes however were the subject of the most
sustained promotion, both because they adapted well to a wide variety of agricultural
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conditions, and because they were already present in the European diet in many regions. 40
Indeed, it is precisely these associations between potatoes and population growth that
likely explains François Quesnay’s tepid attitude towards the tuber. Physiocratic doctrine
questioned the claim that a larger population was beneficial to the state, and was critical
of any development that distracted attention from what it regarded as the true source of
wealth, namely commercial wheat farming.41 For physiocrats, the potato’s ability to
magic population out of the soil was ambivalent at best. As the writer Louis-Sébastien
Mercier, no friend of physiocracy, observed sardonically, ‘a single potato is all that is
required to dismantle [their] system’. For this reason, he noted, ‘physiocrats don’t like
them’.42
Bourbon Spain provides a clear example of the close associations between
potatoes, healthy populations, and new models of governance. A substantial body of
scholarship has demonstrated that Spanish officials, scientists and philosophers closely
followed and engaged with pan-European debates about political economy and the role of
agriculture in fomenting commerce and industry.43 The Bourbon state also shared the
widespread conviction that healthy and economically-active subjects were essential for
the success of the state. ‘There is not a single politician’, asserted one writer, ‘who does
not accept the clear fact that the greatest possible number of law-abiding and hardworking men constitutes the happiness, strength and wealth of any state’. To demonstrate
this was easy, he affirmed, since even the dimmest mind could appreciate that agriculture,
commerce and the arts, the basis of all wealth, increased in proportion to the size of the
productive population. A vigorous population also allowed a state to resist foreign
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invasion, he noted, concluding ‘I do not believe it is possible to deny this self-evident
truth’.44
Spanish promotion of the potato referred directly to the close connections between
food and the wealth and power of the state. The tuber was the object of considerable
propaganda in Spain during the final decades of the eighteenth century. Both the
government of Charles III and the many economic societies established across the
peninsula encouraged its cultivation and consumption, using a variety of methods. At the
behest of several important ministers, the king approved the publication of a detailed
treatise on the potato, penned by an ex-patriot Irishman, Henry Doyle, which was into its
fourth edition by 1804. Economic societies in Madrid, Valencia and elsewhere offered
prizes for the cultivation of the largest potato crop and engaged in other promotional
activities. The Basque Economic Society for instance not only offered prizes but also
conducted experiments in potato cultivation and the manufacture of potato bread, and
translated a number of agricultural treatises on the potato.45 Newspapers reprinted
extracts from these same texts, agronomists offered seed potatoes gratis to the public, and
priests and land-owners wrote to the state-sponsored agricultural journal, the Semanario
de Agricultura y Artes Dirigido a los Párracos [Parish Priests’ Agriculture and Arts
Weekly], reporting enthusiastically on their own success in introducing their parishioners
and tenants to potato bread.46 The potato alone, insisted one priest in the first of many
potato-themed letters he sent to the Weekly, vindicated all the labors of Spain’s underappreciated conquistadors.47
The potato’s promoters were quite clear about the reasons for their interest:
potatoes ensured a healthy population and so were of vital importance to the state. Doyle
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for instance was explicit about the associations between potatoes, population and political
economy. As he explained in his state-sponsored treatise on the ‘uses and usefulness of
the potato’:
As a population grows and multiplies, so it becomes necessary not only to
improve the soil and increase the area under cultivation, but also to take advantage
of other roots, plants and vegetables suited to the quality of the land and suitable
for ordinary people to eat to sustain themselves, in order to keep commerce in
balance at moderate prices at all times. Writers agree that the potato supplies this
necessary help both because it is abundant and cheap, and also because it is
healthful.48
Spain’s well-being, he concluded, depended not only on the government but also on the
‘zeal and vigilance of good patriots’, who should therefore promote potato consumption
by the poor. All this, he made clear, would rebound to the benefit of the economy overall.
After all, he insisted, ‘expensive food and cheap labor are incompatible’.49
Throughout his treatise Doyle stressed that although the potato was eaten with
pleasure by the wealthy, its utility lay fundamentally in its potential as a food for working
people. He reiterated that it was highly nourishing, and that potato-eaters were ‘healthy
and robust’. Like many other writers, he cited the hearty Irish peasant as evidence for the
potato’s healthful, sustaining qualities. Moreover, because these peasants consumed
potatoes Ireland was able to export millions of pounds of wheat, to the benefit of
landowners and the treasury.50 A working population subsisting on potatoes therefore
fuelled agricultural and commercial success. The connections between cheap food and a
strong state were also demonstrated by the potato’s oft-praised potential as a food for
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soldiers. Doyle recommended its use in the munition bread commonly served to recruits,
and later editions of his treatise pointed observed the potato’s popularity among the
regimental soldiers in Madrid.51
Further adding to its appeal was the potato’s ability to promote lactation in
nursing mothers, and to provide a suitable substitute for breast-milk, both qualities which
Doyle addressed in his treatise.52 Infant feeding and its links to infant mortality were
topics of keen interest in many parts of Europe, precisely because a strong and productive
population depended on its ability to reproduce itself. Books on the topic proclaimed this
association clearly in their very titles: Concrete Causes of Mortality in Foundlings during
their Early Years: Remedies for this Serious Evil, and Method for Making them into
Useful and Christian Citizens to the Notable Increase to Spain’s Population, Strength
and Wealth, reads the title of one such work. Its author, a priest and trustee at Pamplona’s
general hospital, stated explicitly that recovering these doomed babies for the state would
increase the population of soldiers and workers: ‘how many individuals—which we now
lack—would we have for public works! How many laborers! How many honest
grenadiers!’. Not surprisingly he endorsed potatoes as a highly suitable food for
orphans.53
The active promotion of the potato in late eighteenth-century Spain demonstrates
well how the health of individual members of the population became linked to the overall
health and stability of the state, and its economy. Such enthusiasm was not a response to
the potato’s previous rejection by ordinary Spaniards, or to its recent arrival in the
country. Rather, late eighteenth-century interest in the potato reflects these new models of
statecraft, and the increasing focus on building the energetic populations that would allow
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the state to reap ‘the benefits of citizens being usefully occupied’.54 To do this required
wholesome and nourishing food.

Conclusions
Late eighteenth-century debates about the potato are best viewed in the context of
these new concepts about population, health and governance, which understood state
power as a consequence of a strong, hearty and active population, which was in turn
managed by a well-organized state apparatus. As the president of the Horticultural
Society of London noted in one of the many articles he penned on potatoes, the discovery
of a new source of food was ‘just so much added to individual, and national wealth’.55
This framework stressed the connections between efficient agricultural production and
commercial prowess, the supply of nourishing food, and national strength and security.
This was why author after author insisted that potato eaters were ‘extremely robust’ and
made healthy workers and soldiers.56 The hitherto unaccustomed emphasis on the need
for efficient sources of nutrition fuelled the quest for grain substitutes such as the potato.
It is in this context that we should understand the obsessive eighteenth-century search for
a satisfactory recipe for potato bread, the insistent promotion of potatoes as a nourishing
staple, and the Swedish Royal Academy’s investigations of potato starch and brandy.
If we wish to understand eighteenth-century ideas about governance and
statecraft, we need to pay attention not only to debates about urban planning, military
reform, vaccinations, or the gathering of statistics. We also need to consider how the
meaning of everyday activities such as eating were re-conceptualized within this new
framework of governance. Integrating the slower history of the potato’s conquest of
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European dietaries with its frenetic promotion in the late eighteenth century illuminates
the central role that ordinary eating practices came to play in Enlightened models of
statecraft. Certainly that offers a better way to make sense of the eighteenth-century
interest in the potato than the oft-repeated stories of conservative peasants and far-sighted
aristocrats. Peasant expertise in truth informed gentlemanly investigation, as potatopromoters themselves at times acknowledged.57 The reason that agronomists,
philosophes, and statesmen became interested in potatoes was not that no one had been
eating them hitherto. They became interested in potatoes because they themselves had
become interested in how to create a strong and healthy population. It was this that made
the modest potato visible to them.
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